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AQUA SUB™

The Aqua Sub™ is an industrial and heavy duty watering cart. Great for filling 
batteries in medium and large fleets, the four-wheeled configuration rolls easily 
and its steel frame makes it extremely durable. With the large opening, the Aqua 
Sub™ is easy to fill and there are no power cords to trip over. The direct fill link on 

the hose delivers the right amount of pressure required 
to fill the batteries quickly and efficiently.

25 GALLON (95 L) CAPACITY - Sturdy polypropylene 
tank is corrosion resistant and has a large lid for easy 
filling. For best results, fills tank with tap water, bottled 
water or deionized water from the deionizer.  
(Deionizer Part# PW-1800)

STEEL FRAME - Rugged steel construction with tough 
powder coat finish.

BATTERY - Requires a 12-volt Group 24 deep cycle 
battery (not included).

CHARGER - The charger is installed inside the battery 
box and is intended for a 120V/60Hz AC wall outlet. The 
charger shuts off when the battery reaches full charge. 
Contact us if AC voltage requirements are different.

DIRECT FILL LINK - Ships with a pressure regulator and 
09FBLUT3 connector. It is also available with 09GRF1 or 
09FUM1 connector upon request.

MANUAL WATERING GUN - Available upon request for 
manual watering (Part# NC5250PN-MAN)

HOSE - 12’ (3.65 m) of 3/8” (9.5 mm) industrial strength 
hose is included.

PUMP - 2.2 G.P.M. diaphragm pump with  
in-line fuse.

WHEELS - 5” (127 mm) heavy duty industrial wheels.

ASSEMBLY - Attach handle and install battery. 
Everything else is pre-assembled.           

WARRANTY - 1 year parts and labor.

PART# NC5250PN
25 Gallon Aqua Sub Cart with  
Direct Fill Link with 
09FBLUT3 connector (DF72)

INDUSTRIAL AND HEAVY DUTY
AQUA SUB™
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AQUA SUB™

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION                                      IMAGE

NC5250PN
25 Gallon Aqua Sub Cart with  

Direct Fill Link with  
09FBLUT3* connector (DF72)

NC5250P
25 Gallon Aqua Sub Cart with  

Direct Fill Link with  
09GRF1* connector (DF72G)

NC5250PF
25 Gallon Aqua Sub Cart with  

Direct Fill Link with  
09FUM1* connector (DF72F)

NC5250PN-MAN 25 Gallon Aqua Sub Cart with  
manual watering gun (GMAN1)

SHIPPING INFORMATION

BOX DIMENSIONS 40” x 48” x 29” 
(1016 mm x 1219 mm x 736 mm)

SHIPPING WEIGHT 115 lbs. (52 kg)

Palletized for shipping LTL

*For more information on connector compatibility, visit batterywatering.com/products/connectors/


